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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we introduce a network coding-aided energy efﬁcient Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol that coordinates the transmissions among a set of relay nodes which act as
helpers in cooperative Automatic Repeat reQuest-based (ARQ-based) wireless networks.
Applying network coding techniques, we achieve to increase the energy efﬁciency of the
network without compromising the system performance in terms of Quality of Service.
Our proposed solution is evaluated by both analytical and simulation results.
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1. Introduction
Energy efﬁciency has always been a critical design
parameter for wireless networks. Recently, the trend towards designing energy-aware communication protocols
has become more intense due to the scarcity of the energy
resources. The purpose of these new protocols is twofold:
(i) to extend the battery’s life in portable devices and (ii)
to efﬁciently use the environment’s natural resources.
Therefore, ‘‘green’’1 communications have become one of
the hottest topics in the research community.
Cooperation among nodes and network coding are two
techniques that have been introduced to improve the network performance and provide the communication with
diversity, robustness, security and high data rates. The
beneﬁts of these technologies can be exploited by design-
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ing new MAC protocols that efﬁciently use and manage
the network resources.
The concept of cooperation was introduced by Cover
and Gamal [1] in their fundamental paper on relay channels. Their work analyzed the capacity of the three-node
network consisting of a transmitter, a receiver and a partner2. In their model, the spatial diversity gain is obtained by
exploiting different channels seen by different nodes for
transmitting data.
On the other hand, network coding is an area emerged
in 2000 [2,3], and since then has attracted an increasing
interest, as it promises to have a signiﬁcant impact in both
theory and practice of networks. Network coding can be
broadly deﬁned as and advanced routing or encoding
mechanism in the network layer, which allows intermediate nodes in a network not only to forward but also to process the incoming information ﬂows. Most of the work on
this topic focuses on the physical layer aspect [4–7] while
only few works examine these techniques considering the
MAC layer effect [8–10]. Furthermore, the main assump2
Note that the words ‘‘partner’’, ‘‘relay’’ and ‘‘helper’’ are used interchangeably in this paper.
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tion in the majority of the works is that only one relay contributes to the communication, thus ignoring the impact of
collisions and idle slots to the network performance.
In this context, we propose a novel network codingbased cooperative ARQ MAC (NCCARQ-MAC) protocol,
backwards compatible to the legacy IEEE 802.11 [11], that
coordinates the transmissions among a set of relay nodes
which act as helpers in a bidirectional communication.
Our main contribution lies on the following:
1. Network coding techniques are used along with cooperative ARQ to enhance the system performance.
2. Less control packets – and consequently less overhead –
are added in the network.
3. The contention phases are decreased, hence reducing
the idle and the collision times.
4. An analytical model for the energy efﬁciency of the system is presented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the reader with the basic background on cooperative networking and outlines the related work on MAC
layer protocols for both simple and network coding-based
cooperative schemes in the literature. In Section 3, we
introduce our proposed NCCARQ-MAC protocol along with
a detailed mathematical analysis. The validation of the
analytical model and the numerical results are provided
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Background and related work
2.1. Cooperative communication
In the context of cooperative communications, several
schemes focused on the MAC layer have been already proposed in the literature [12–18]. These works can be
classiﬁed into two main categories: (i) the cooperative
ARQ-based protocols and (ii) the protocols that transform
one-hop transmissions to multi-hop transmissions by
exploiting the multi-rate capabilities of wireless systems.
2.1.1. Cooperative ARQ-based protocols
Forward Error Correction (FEC) and Automatic Repeat
reQuest (ARQ) algorithms are two basic error control
methods for data communications [19]. ARQ schemes have
received considerable attention for data transmissions due
to their simplicity and higher reliability, compared to FEC
schemes.
Regarding the protocols falling in this category [12–14],
the retransmissions are initiated by the destination after
an erroneous packet reception. The helpers in a network
are enabled to relay the original packets, as ARQ deﬁnes,
using higher data rates or better channel conditions in
terms of Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) values.
2.1.2. From one-hop to multi-hop transmission via adaptive
modulation
By using the concept of adaptive modulation [20], mobile stations in multi-rate wireless networks assign the
modulation scheme and transmission rate according to
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the detected Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) and the required
transmission quality. Each modulation scheme could be
further mapped to a range of SNR in a given transmission
power. To achieve high transmission efﬁciency in wireless
systems, stations select the highest available rate modulation scheme according to the detected SNR.
The protocols of this class [15–18] transform single
one-hop transmissions to multi-hop transmissions according to the channel conditions. Speciﬁcally, the routing of
the packets takes place by taking into account the channel
state between the source, the relay and the destination,
and therefore a multi-hop transmission may be preferred
instead of the direct one.
2.2. Cooperation and network coding
Lately, there is a trend towards incorporating network
coding in cooperative communications. The initial attempts for developing network coding-based cooperative
communications were focused on physical layer schemes
[21–23]. These approaches refer to the coding gain and
optimal power allocation in simple cooperative topologies,
usually considering one relay or cooperation among the
users.
However, the innovation of applying network coding in
cooperative communications is not conﬁned only in the
physical layer. Umehara et al. [24] developed analytical
models for the throughput and the delay in slotted ALOHA
with network coding (S-ALOHA/NC) for single-relay multiuser wireless networks with bidirectional data ﬂows. Recently, Munari et al. [25] introduced PHOENIX, which exploits the advanced Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output
(MIMO) network coding principle to enable the relay nodes
to code their own data packets along with noisy versions of
packets received from other nodes. Another work that deals
with the MAC layer of network coding-based cooperative
communication was presented by Tan et al. [26]. Their proposed protocol, called CODE, exploits the beneﬁts of both
network coding and multi-rate capabilities of IEEE 802.11
Standard. Speciﬁcally, the coding of the packets takes place
at the relay nodes, under two basic conditions: (i) the direct
link between the sender and the receiver is poor and exists
one or more relay candidates that experience better link
conditions and (ii) the trafﬁc is bidirectional.
2.3. Network coding and energy efﬁciency
The impact of network coding in ‘‘green’’ communications has already started to be studied, especially in broadcast and multicast scenarios [27–30]. The recent research
work that investigates the energy aspect of network coding
applications, deals mostly with the network layer. Cui et al.
[31] introduced CORP by using a suboptimal scheduling
algorithm that exploits network coding opportunities, thus
achieving a signiﬁcant power saving over pure routing.
More recently, Miao et al. [32] proposed an energy efﬁcient
broadcast algorithm using network coding for gradientbased routing (GBR) in wireless networks. Their proposed
algorithm aims to reduce the network trafﬁc and, consequently, the energy consumption, thus prolonging the network lifetime.
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Considering the research carried out in the related
ﬁelds, the main goal of our work is threefold: (i) to exploit
the beneﬁts of network coding in cooperative ARQ scenarios, (ii) to introduce a MAC protocol for multiple relay
nodes, and (iii) to study the energy efﬁciency of the proposed protocol from the MAC layer point of view.

3. Proposed network coding-based cooperative ARQ
(NCCARQ) MAC protocol
3.1. Protocol description
NCCARQ-MAC has been designed to coordinate the
retransmissions among a set of relays that support a bidirectional communication between pairs of nodes. The ﬁrst
goal of NCCARQ-MAC is to enable the IEEE 802.11 stations
to request cooperation by the neighboring nodes upon an
erroneous reception of a data packet. The second design
goal of our proposed protocol is to allow the helper nodes
to perform network coding techniques to the packets to be
transmitted before relaying them.
Two fundamental requirements are needed for the efﬁcient operation of NCCARQ-MAC: (i) all nodes in the network should operate in a promiscuous mode in order to
be able to listen to all ongoing transmissions and cooperate
if requested, and (ii) the relays should store a copy of any
captured data packet (regardless of its destination address)
until it is acknowledged by the intended destination.
In NCCARQ-MAC, a cooperation phase is initiated once a
packet is not received correctly by the destination3. Several
error detection mechanisms such as Cyclic Redundancy
Code (CRC) can be applied to perform error control to the received messages. Therefore, the destination station initiates
the cooperation phase by broadcasting a Request for Cooperation (RFC) message after sensing the channel idle for Short
Inter Frame Space (SIFS) period of time. This message has
the form of a control packet and higher priority over regular
data trafﬁc, since data transmissions in 802.11 take place
after a longer period of silence (DCF Inter Frame Space –
DIFS). Furthermore, in the special but not rare case of bidirectional trafﬁc, i.e. when the destination has a data packet
for the source, the packet is broadcasted piggy-backed on
the RFC message.
The stations that receive the RFC packet are potential
candidates to become active relays for the communication
process. Therefore, the relay set is formed upon the reception of the RFC and the participants (helpers) get ready to
forward their information. Since the partners have already
stored the packets destined both to the destination (so
called cooperative packet) and to the source (so called
piggy-backed packet), they create a new coded packet by
combining the two existing data packets, using the XOR
method. Accordingly, the active relays will try to get access
to the channel in order to persistently transmit the network coded (NC) packet. Once the source and the destination receive the NC packet from the relay, they are able to
3
The terms ‘‘source’’ and ‘‘destination’’ are used with regard to the initial
transmission. Throughout the communication, both nodes can be source or
destination of data ﬂows.

decode it and extract the original data packets. Subsequently, they acknowledge the received data packet by
transmitting the respective ACK, thus terminating the
cooperation phase. Receiving the acknowledgment packets, the relays are informed that the particular communication has been completed, hence becoming able to erase the
packets of their buffers. In case that either one or both of
the received coded packets cannot be decoded after a certain maximum cooperation timeout due to transmission
errors, the relays are obliged to forward again the NC packet. A simple scenario that is subject to the principles of
NCCARQ-MAC is depicted in Fig. 1.
As it has been already mentioned, NCCARQ-MAC is
backward compatible with IEEE 802.11 Standard, as it uses
the same frame structure and follows the same principles
with the Standard. However, some modiﬁcations have
been made in order for the protocol to efﬁciently exploit
the advantages of both cooperative and network coding
techniques:
1. There exist ACK packets for the transmission of the NC
packet to guarantee a reliable multicast communication
scheme.
2. For bidirectional trafﬁc, the data packets are transmitted along with the RFC packets, without taking part in
the contention phase.
3. Since the subnetwork formed by the relay set operates
in saturated conditions, it is necessary to execute a
backoff mechanism at the beginning of the cooperation
phase to minimize the probability of a certain initial
collision.
3.2. Operational example
Let us provide a more accurate step-by-step description
of the working operation of NCCARQ-MAC for the network
scenario in Fig. 1. A simple network topology with four stations is considered, all of them in the transmission range of
each other. A source station (S) transmits a data packet (A)
to a destination station (D) that does also have a packet (B)
destined to the source station. Furthermore, there are two
helper nodes (H1 and H2) that support this particular bidirectional communication. Our protocol has been designed
to handle an arbitrary number of relays and, hence, the
two-relay network topology in Fig. 1 is given only for illustrative purposes.
In detail, the protocol works as follows (see Fig. 2):
1. At instant t1, station S sends the data packet A to station D.
2. Upon reception, at instant t2, station D fails to demodulate the data packet, thus broadcasting an RFC packet
asking for cooperation by the neighboring stations (H1
and H2 in this example) along with the data packet B,
destined to the station S.
3. The reception of the RFC (t3) triggers the stations H1 and
H2 to become active relays and set up their backoff
counters (CW1 and CW2, respectively) in order to participate in the contention phase.
4. At instant t4, the backoff counter of H1 expires and H1
transmits the coded packet A  B to the nodes S and D
simultaneously.
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Fig. 1. General idea of NCCARQ-MAC operation.

Fig. 2. NCCARQ-MAC example of frame sequence.

5. At instant t5, the station D retrieves the original packet
A and sends back an ACK packet since it is able to
decode properly the XOR-ed packet.
6. At instant t6, the node S acknowledges the packet B since
it is able to decode properly the coded packet A  B.

packet in the network. Therefore, we analytically estimate
the expected time needed for two packets to be exchanged
under the NCCARQ-MAC protocol.
The total time elapsed from the initial transmission until
the correct reception at the destinations can be deﬁned as:

3.3. Protocol analysis

E½T total  ¼ E½T S  þ E½T COOP 

3.3.1. Delay analysis
The network coding techniques in our proposed scheme
imply the simultaneous transmission of more than one

where E½T S  represents the average time for the direct
transmission of a single data packet from the source to destination and E½T COOP  corresponds to the average time re-

ð1Þ
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quired for a cooperative transmission via relays to be
completed.
Since E½T S  is easy to be estimated depending on the
network’s conﬁguration, we focus our analysis on the term
E½T COOP  in order to derive a closed-form expression for the
system delay. The average time spent during the cooperation phase can be deﬁned as:

E½Stotal  ¼ E½SS  þ E½SCOOP 

E½T COOP  ¼ E½T min  þ E½T CONT 

E½SCOOP  ¼ 2  PERS!D 

ð2Þ

where E½T min  is the minimum average delay in case of perfect scheduling among the relays, i.e. contention-free
scheme. On the other hand, the term E½T CONT  is used to denote the additional delay caused due to the contention
phase which has been adopted in our protocol to minimize
the probability of collisions.
In general, the expected number of retransmissions
ðE½rÞ that are required in order to properly demodulate
the coded packet at the destination nodes is directly connected with the packet error rate between the relays and
the destination ðPERR!D Þ. However, in our scheme, two
packets are sent at the same time via different channels
and, as a result, the number of retransmissions can be expressed as [33]:

E½r ¼

1 ÞPER2
2 ÞPER1
1 þ ð1PER
þ ð1PER
1PER2
1PER1

ð3Þ

1  PER1  PER2

where PER1 and PER2 represent the PERR!S and the PERR!D ,
respectively.
Therefore, the term E½T min  can be calculated as:

E½T min  ¼ T SIFS þ T RFC þ T B þ T ONC þ E½r  ðT DIFS þ T AB
þ T SIFS Þ þ T ACK þ T SIFS þ T ACK

ð4Þ

where T RFC ; T ACK and T B are the transmission times for the
packets RFC, ACK and B, respectively. Furthermore, T AB is
the time required to retransmit a coded packet, while
T ONC is the time that a relay needs for applying network
coding techniques. Finally, T SIFS and T DIFS is the duration
of a SIFS and a DIFS silence period, respectively.
Moreover, the term E½T CONT  can be deﬁned as:

E½T CONT  ¼ E½r  E½T c 

ð5Þ

where E½T c  represents the average time required to transmit a NC packet during the contention phase among all the
relays. The theoretical estimation of E½T c  is associated to
Appendix A. Applying this analysis, the formula (5) can
be rewritten as:

E½T CONT  ¼ E½r 



1
1
ps



pi
1  ps



rþ



 
pc
T col
1  ps

ð6Þ

Hence, we are able to derive a closed-form formula and
compute the total delay for two packets to be exchanged
in the system by exploiting the Eqs. (1), (2), (4) and (6).
3.3.2. Throughput analysis
The total throughput of the network can be deﬁned as
the sum of the throughput produced by the successful direct transmissions from the source plus the throughput derived by the cooperation phase after erroneous packet
receptions. This can be mathematically expressed as:

ð7Þ

where

E½SS  ¼ ð1  PERS!D Þ 

E½P
E½T S 

ð8Þ

E½P
E½T total 

ð9Þ

and

In the above expressions, the parameters E½T S  and E½T total 
have already been deﬁned in Section 3.3.1. Furthermore,
the packet error rate between the source and the destination is given by PERS!D , while E½P denotes the average
packet payload. In this point, it must be clariﬁed that the
coefﬁcient 2 in formula (9) is mandatory, since two packets
are delivered in each particular successful retransmission.
Thus, having obtained a closed-form expression for
E½T total  and since E½P; E½T S  and PERS!D are known parameters, we are able to compute the theoretical system
throughput.
3.3.3. Energy performance analysis
Having analyzed the operation of the proposed
NCCARQ-MAC protocol, we derive a closed-form expression that describes the average energy consumption in
the network:

E½E total  ¼ E½E S  þ E½E COOP 

ð10Þ

where E½E COOP  and E½E S  represent the average energy consumption during the cooperative phase and the initial
transmission from the source, respectively. The term
E½E COOP  could be further expressed as:

E½E COOP  ¼ E½E min  þ E½E CONT 

ð11Þ

where E½E min  denotes the energy waste in a perfect scheduled cooperative phase and E½E CONT  is the energy consumed during the contention phase (i.e. idle and collided
slots). The particular energy consumptions are depicted
in Fig. 2 for illustrative purposes.
In order to clarify the above equations, we try to compute each term analytically. We consider three different
modes:
1. Transmission mode, when the node is transmitting
data/control packets.
2. Reception mode, when the node is receiving data/control packets.
3. Idle mode, when the node is sensing the medium without performing any action.
The power levels associated to each mode are PT, PR and
PI, respectively. Furthermore, the relationship between energy and power is given by E ¼ P  t, where the terms E, P
and t represent the energy, the power and the time,
respectively.
We recall that the network consists of a source, a destination and a set of n relays. Therefore, considering the network topology, we have:

E½E S  ¼ PT  T A þ ðn þ 1Þ  PR  T A

ð12Þ
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E½E min  ¼ ðn þ 2Þ  PI  T SIFS þ PT  ðT RFC þ T B Þ þ ðn þ 1Þ
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are able to estimate the total amount of the energy consumed in our protocol.

 PR  ðT RFC þ T B Þ þ ðn þ 2Þ  PI  T ONC þ E½r
 ððn þ 2Þ  PI  T DIFS þ PT  T AB þ 2  PR  T AB

4. Performance evaluation

þ ðn  1Þ  PI  T AB þ ðn þ 2Þ  PI  T SIFS Þ þ 2
 PT  T ACK þ 2  ðn þ 1Þ  PR  T ACK þ ðn þ 2Þ
 PI  T SIFS

ð13Þ

where TA in Eq. (12) corresponds to the transmission time
for packet A, while the deﬁnitions of the parameters in Eq.
(13) can be found in Section 3.3.1.
The above Eqs. (12) and (13) are based on the following
principles:
 All stations remain idle during the SIFS, DIFS and T ONC
times.
 The relays that lose in the contention phase turn in idle
mode.
 When a station transmits a packet (control or data), the
rest of the stations are in promiscuous mode, thus capturing the packets.
Computing the energy consumed during the contention
phase constitutes one of the most challenging parts in this
analytical model. The total energy consumption during this
phase derives from the energy spent during both the idle
slots and the collisions. Let us start by deﬁning that:

E½E CONT  ¼ E½r  E½E C 

ð14Þ

where E½E C  represents the average energy required to transmit a NC packet during the contention phase among all the
relays. In order to calculate the energy consumed during
the collisions, we have to estimate the average number of
stations that transmit a packet simultaneously. The probability pk that exactly k stations are involved in a collision is:

 
n k
s ð1  sÞnk
k
pk ¼
pc

ð15Þ

where s and pc are deﬁned in Appendix A.
Therefore, the expected number E½K of stations that are
involved in a collision is:

 
n
E½K ¼

n
X

k  pk ¼

k¼2

n
X

k

k¼2

k

sk ð1  sÞnk

ð16Þ

pc

During the idle slots, all the stations in the network remain idle. On the other hand, during the collisions, more
than one relay is in transmission mode, two stations (the
source and the destination) are in reception mode, while
the rest of the relays are in idle mode. Considering the
probabilities that we have derived regarding the contention phase (pc, pi), the above assumptions can be mathematically expressed as:

E½E C  ¼ pi  ððn þ 2Þ  PI  rÞ þ pc  ðE½K  PT  T col þ 2
 PR  T col þ ðn  E½KÞ  PI  T col Þ

In order to validate our analysis and further evaluate
the performance of NCCARQ-MAC we have developed a
time-driven C++ simulator that executes the rules of the
protocol. In the following subsections we present the simulation set up along with the results of our experiments.
4.1. Simulation scenario
The network under simulation consists of a pair of
transmitter–receiver (both nodes transmit and receive
data) and a set of relay nodes that facilitate the communication, all of them in the transmission range of each other.
The relay set includes ﬁve (5) nodes, each of them implementing a backoff counter starting with a congestion window ðCW min Þ equal to 32. Additionally, the relay nodes are
capable of performing network coding techniques to their
buffered packets before relaying them. In order to focus
on the impact of both network coding and cooperative
communication, we have made the following assumptions:
1. The trafﬁc is bidirectional, i.e. the destination node has
always a packet destined back to the source node.
2. Original transmissions from source to destination are
always received with errors ðPERS!D ¼ 1Þ, thus initiating a cooperative phase.
3. The channel between the source and the destination is
error symmetric, i.e. PERS!D ¼ PERD!S .
4. The channel between the source and the relays is error
free, i.e. PERS!R ¼ 0.
5. The relay nodes transmit in a common transmission
rate.
The conﬁguration parameters of the network have been
selected according to the IEEE 802.11g [11] physical layer.
The time for applying network coding ðT ONC Þ to the data
packets is considered to be negligible, since the coding
takes place between only two packets. Ebert et al. [34]
have measured the power consumption of a wireless interface during the transmission and reception phase. Based on
their work, we have chosen the following power levels for
our scenarios: PT = 1900 mW, PR = PI = 1340 mW4. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.
Furthermore, we consider three different scenarios
(Table 2) with regard to the SNR between the original
source and the destination. The control packets are transmitted always at the rate of 6 Mb/s, while the transmission
rate for the data packets is 6, 24 and 54 Mb/s for low, medium and high SNR values, respectively. On the other hand,
assuming that the relays are placed between the source
and the destination, the transmission rates in all scenarios
have been selected equal to 6 and 54 Mb/s for control and
data packets, respectively. Furthermore, the network

ð17Þ

where all the parameters have been already deﬁned. Thus,
combining the Eqs. (10), (11), (12), (13), (14) and (17), we

4
The value of PT has been selected as an average value of transmission
consumed power, since it varies according to the Radio Frequency (RF)
power level.
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Table 1
System parameters.
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Packet length
MAC Header
PHY Header
CWmin

1500 bytes
34 bytes
96 lsec
32

RFC
ACK
SIFS
DIFS

14 bytes
14 bytes
10 lsec
50 lsec

PERS!R
PT
PR
PI

0
1900 mW
1340 mW
1340 mW

Table 2
Simulation scenarios.
SNR (S–D)

Source control rate (Mb/s)

Source data rate (Mb/s)

Relay control rate (Mb/s)

Relay data rate (Mb/s)

Low
Medium
High

6
6
6

6
24
54

6
6
6

54
54
54

g¼

total amount of useful data delivered ðbitsÞ
total energy consumed ðJouleÞ

ð18Þ

Before proceeding to the simulation results, it is worth
mentioning that the deﬁnition of Eq. (18) inherently implies that network coding beneﬁts the energy efﬁciency
of a protocol, as the number of the delivered bits increases
by combining multiple data packets.
4.2. Performance results
Fig. 3 presents the throughput performance in the three
scenarios described above for various values of PERR!D .
First, we can see that the theoretical and the simulation results are almost perfectly matched, thus verifying our analysis. Comparing with simple cooperative schemes which
have only the advantage of spatial diversity without any
network coding capabilities, we can achieve a throughput
enhancement up to 80%. It is also worth noticing that
NCCARQ-MAC outperforms CARQ-MAC even for worse
SNR scenarios. To clarify, observing the achievable
throughput in NCCARQ-MAC for the medium SNR scenario
we can see that it clearly outperforms CARQ-MAC under
the high SNR scenario.

18
NCCARQ−MAC(Low SNR)an.
NCCARQ−MAC(Low SNR)sim.
NCCARQ−MAC(Medium SNR)an.
NCCARQ−MAC(Medium SNR)sim.
NCCARQ−MAC(High SNR)an.
NCCARQ−MAC(High SNR)sim.
CARQ−MAC(Low SNR)sim.
CARQ−MAC(Medium SNR)sim.
CARQ−MAC(High SNR)sim.

16
14

Throughput [Mb/s]

operates under saturated conditions, i.e. the nodes have always packets to send in their buffers.
In order to evaluate our approach, we compare our
scheme with a simple cooperative ARQ scheme (so called
CARQ-MAC), where the bidirectional communication takes
place in two steps. In the ﬁrst step, the source sends a
packet to the destination and, upon the erroneous reception the destination broadcasts the RFC packet, thus triggering the relays to retransmit the packet. In the second
step, the destination transmits its own packet to the source
and the same procedure as in the ﬁrst step is repeated, thus
consuming valuable network resources. In both steps, the
relays take part in the contention phase in order to access
the medium and transmit their packets.
The metrics we use to evaluate the QoS performance of
our protocol are the delay and the throughput, as they have
been deﬁned in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively.
Moreover, in order to evaluate the energy performance of
our proposed protocol we use the energy efﬁciency metric
[35]. It is denoted by g, deﬁned as:

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

PERR−>D
Fig. 3. System throughput (NCCARQ-MAC vs. CARQ-MAC).

Fig. 4 shows the throughput performance with regard to
the minimum congestion window ðCW min Þ of the wireless
nodes. In this speciﬁc case (low SNR scenario), there are
ten relays in the network (in total twelve nodes including
the source and the destination) and we assume that
PERR!D ¼ 0:5, i.e. two retransmissions on average are
needed for each NC packet to be delivered properly
ðE½r ¼ 2Þ. As it was expected, the two curves exhibit similar behavior, achieving maximum throughput for
CWmin ¼ 64. However, a useful conclusion derived by this
ﬁgure is that NCCARQ-MAC outperforms CARQ-MAC independently of the initial CW.
Fig. 5 presents the packet delay in both network codingbased and simple cooperative ARQ MAC protocols. In this
point, we must recall that two packets are delivered to
their respective destinations in each transmission cycle of
NCCARQ-MAC. Hence, in order to be accurate, we compare
the delay in NCCARQ-MAC with the time required for two
packets to be exchanged in CARQ-MAC.
As it can be observed, we can achieve signiﬁcantly
lower packet delay by applying network coding techniques. For example, considering the low SNR scenario,
the average time that is required for two packets to be
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transmitted using CARQ-MAC is 5.9 ms in error-free channels where one retransmission is necessary, reaching up to
7.9 ms when PERR!D ¼ 0:8, i.e. ﬁve retransmissions are required on average. On the other hand, the delay values in
NCCARQ-MAC are 3.3 and 5 ms, for one and ﬁve retransmissions, respectively. This difference can be rationally explained considering the operation of NCCARQ-MAC, where
some data packets are sent to the relay attached to the RFC
message, thus avoiding the erroneous channel. Furthermore, in our proposed scheme we manage to reduce the
backoff phases by sending two packets simultaneously,
while in simple cooperative protocols the relays have to
participate in the contention phase for each packet that
has to be retransmitted. Therefore, we are able to enhance
the packet delay, since the time spent in idle slots and collisions is signiﬁcantly reduced, especially as the PER between the relays and the destination grows.
Fig. 6 shows that the simulation results verify our analysis regarding the energy performance. Comparing our
proposed network coding-based scheme with simple coop-

Fig. 6. Energy efﬁciency (NCCARQ-MAC vs. CARQ-MAC).

erative protocols for different PER (and consequently different number of retransmissions) between the relays
and the destination, we observe that our scheme is more
energy efﬁcient than CARQ-MAC, since more bits are delivered over the same amount of energy consumed. Keeping
constant the data packet payload (1500 bytes) the energy
efﬁciency of NCCARQ-MAC decreases as the packet error
rate between the relays and the destination grows. However, the gain compared to simple cooperative schemes remains steadily over 60% for reasonable values of PER (i.e.
PER < 0:7).
In particular, comparing the two protocols under the
same conditions (i.e. when both schemes operate under
similar SNR values), we observe that NCCARQ-MAC outperforms CARQ-MAC in all cases. Furthermore, it is worth
mentioning that network coding is proved to be beneﬁcial
for the system when the communication takes place under
bad channel conditions. To make it clear, observing the energy performance of the NCCARQ-MAC for the medium SNR
scenario we can see that it clearly outperforms the CARQMAC under the high SNR scenario. However, in all cases,
the gain of network coding becomes asymptotically negligible as PERR!D ! 1.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel network coding-based cooperative
ARQ (NCCARQ-MAC) scheme for wireless networks was
presented. Compared to simple cooperative ARQ protocols,
the proposed solution improves up to 80% the energy
efﬁciency of the system without compromising the offered
QoS in terms of throughput and delay. Our future work will
be focused on the impact of realistic physical layer on our
protocol.
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Fig. A.7. The 2-dimensional Markov model state transition diagram.
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Appendix A. E½T c  Analysis

In addition, the probabilities of having an idle (pi), successful (ps) or collided (pc) slot can be written as:

In order to analytically compute the E½T c  value we need
to model the backoff counter of each of the relays with the
Markov Chain introduced by Bianchi in [36] (Fig. A.7), since
the formed subnetwork acts as a saturated IEEE 802.11 ad
hoc network despite the modiﬁcations in the access rules.
According to this model, the probability s that a station
transmits in a randomly chosen slot, is given by:

s¼
¼

m
X
b0;0
bi;0 ¼
1
p
i¼1

2ð1  2pÞ
ð1  2pÞðW þ 1Þ þ pWð1  ð2pÞm Þ

2ð1  2pÞð1  pÞ
ð1  2pÞðW þ 1Þ þ pWð1  ð2pÞm Þ

ðA:1Þ

ps ¼ ptr  psjtr

ðA:7Þ

pc ¼ ptr  ð1  psjtr Þ

ðA:8Þ

Considering the above probabilities, and given that the
average number of slots that we have to wait before having
a successful transmission can be represented as:
1
X

kð1  ps Þk ps ¼

ðA:2Þ

ðA:3Þ

1
1
ps

ðA:9Þ

the total contention time can be written as

E½T c  ¼ E½N  E½T slotjnon

In the formulas (A.1) and (A.2), bi;k represents the steady
state probability of the state fi; kg, W is the size of the congestion window, m denotes the number of the backoff
stages and n corresponds to the number of the relays in
the network.
Furthermore, the probability that at least one relay attempts to transmit can be expressed as:

ptr ¼ 1  ð1  sÞn

ðA:6Þ

k¼0

and the probability of a collision p as a function of s is given by:

p ¼ 1  ð1  sÞn1

pi ¼ 1  ptr

E½N ¼

where

b0;0 ¼

ðA:5Þ

successful slot 

ðA:10Þ

Applying Bayes’ theorem we are able to estimate the average duration of a slot, given that the speciﬁc slot is either
idle or collided:

E½T slotjnon


successful slot 

¼

pi
1  ps



rþ




pc
T col
1  ps

ðA:11Þ

with r representing the duration of an idle slot, while T col
corresponds to the time of a collision and in our scheme
is equal to:

T col ¼ T DIFS þ T AB þ T SIFS :

ðA:12Þ

Hence, Eq. (A.10) is written as:

E½T c  ¼



 
 
1
pi
pc
T col :
1 
rþ
ps
1  ps
1  ps



ðA:13Þ

ðA:4Þ

and the probability of a successful transmission, i.e. one
station transmits conditioned on the fact that at least one
station transmits is given by:
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